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1 Introduction
The growth of the Internet and the Web is revolutionizing the way companies interact with their suppliers,
partners, and clients, by enabling a substantial automation of the full spectrum of their business activities.
As we move into the 21st century economy, the primary form of automation will be B2B e-commerce, in
which enterprises interact with each other through entirely automated means. As an example, consider an
electronic market place in a vertical industry segment, in which suppliers and buyers tie into a common
IT infrastructure to exchange goods and services. This forms a supply chain in which buyers need (a) to
investigate possible suppliers, (b) to check the terms and conditions under which suppliers can do business, (c) to interoperate with the suppliers enterprise support systems, i.e., workflows, and (d) to monitor
ordering/purchasing for possible delays, unexpected events, react to such events, etc. This paper presents
an original framework for specifying, enacting and supervising e-services on the Web. This framework is
based on XML and rules-based support for products/services description and workflow mediation across
organizations.
Traditionally, WorkFlow Management Systems (WFMS) have focused on homogeneous and centrally
controlled environments for binding people and processes within the boundary of a single organization.
In the context of B2B e-commerce, WFMSs need to support collaboration between various autonomous
parties, some of which may even have conflicting business goals. More precisely, they must cope with
heterogeneous enterprise support environments (e.g., through different WF systems), to model the interaction of independent partners by abstracting the internal details of their activities (e.g., through different
WF schemas), and finally to facilitate flexible linking and monitoring of inter-enterprise processes (e.g.,
through different WF enactments). To address these challenges we are currently developing a workflow
mediation middleware which relies on three basic technologies: (a) the XRL workflow specification language [13, 18] for representing in XML heterogeneous workflow schemas and enactments, (b) an XML
query language [4, 5] for manipulating both complex product and service descriptions, and (c) the Vortex
rule-based language [12, 6] that supports heuristic reasoning in order to take on-line business decisions
during the workflow execution.
During recent years, workflow interoperation has received considerable attention. Numerous research
projects and prototypes have been proposed [16, 2] while basic interoperability between various vendor
WFMSs has been a subject of standardization efforts by the Object Management Group (see Workflow
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Figure 1: Example Workflow Mediator for Managing Complex Purchases
Management Facility [9]), and the Workflow Management Coalition (see the Xf-XML binding of the WfMC
Interface 4 [1]). Workflow integration in an e-business setting has also been addressed in recent projects such
as CrossFlow [7], WISE [14], FlowJet [17], InterWorkflow [10] and MOCASSIN [8]. Compared to these
projects, our work introduces the notion of an explicit workflow mediator for enterprise processes, which
goes beyond a simple mediation of the data that is passed between workflows. In particular, our mediation middleware (a) enables a uniform manipulation of workflow flow control (e.g., enterprise processes)
and business data (e.g., product catalogs) as they are both represented in XML; (b) allows us to inspect
workflow enactments, as well as to construct dynamically new workflow schemas linking cross-enterprise
processes; and (c) permits different kinds of reasoning and heuristics when constructing the new schemas,
when dealing with delays, etc. Finally, there has been significant industrial interest in the development of
infrastructure to support e-service interoperability e.g., the Universal Description, Discovery and Integration
(UDDI) standard; the XML-based Web Service Description Language (WSDL); e-speak; and BizTalk (respectively) frameworks. These efforts are complimentary to our approach: they aim to be a lowest common
denominator along all classes of Internet applications, whereas our work focuses more on more specific
e-services based on workflow technology.
This paper presents research in progress. Many of the concepts presented have yet to be worked out in
detail and tested in realistic contexts. We expect our framework to evolve as more details are filled in.


2 Workflow Mediation
The need to coordinate inter-organizational workflows and e-services arises in a broad variety of business
contexts (e.g, B2B, B2C, etc.), which implies that different architectures and modes of processing will be
needed. The focus of the current paper is on presenting a novel family of key building blocks that can be
used in most if not all of these contexts. Extending the approach presented in [11], we describe here some
specific ways that these building blocks can be integrated. To provide grounding for the discussion we
focus on a representative form of workflow coordination. This is called workflow mediation, because of its
analogy with database mediation, but in our context mediation concerns both enterprise data and processes.
A workflow mediator can be used to help insulate one organization from the intricacies of interacting
with multiple other organizations that together provide some coherent family of e-services. Figure 1 shows a
representative VorteXML Workflow Mediator (VWM) that might be used by an organization such as Lucent
to substantially automate the selection and purchase of PCs (including outsourced assembly and shipping).
VWMs provide the infrastructure to support basic forms of planning, scheduling and reactive execution
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[15]. As shown in Figure 1, a VWM has three main modules, for Planning, Execution, and Data Transformation. The Planning module builds workflow schemas based on goals to be achieved (e.g., investigate
possible PCs to be purchased; execute the purchase and assembly of selected PCs). Currently, the Planning
module uses a form of hierarchical planning [3], in which workflow schema templates of differing granularity are selected from a library and then expanded by filling in the slots of those templates appropriately
(see Subsection 2.2). This construction of workflow schemas from other workflow schemas can be done
in a hierarchical manner and is also one form of schema splicing (see Subsection 2.3). The outputs of the
Planning process are workflow schemas expressed in a dialect of XML, following the spirit of XRL [13, 18]
and recent commercial e-services middleware (e.g., Excelon, Microsoft, HP and BEA Systems). We use a
generalization of XRL, that is based on an extended Petri Net model that includes explicit flowchart and
parallelism constructs. The Planning module is specified using VorteXML, (see Subsection 2.4 below), a
high-level, declarative language that simplifies the specification and maintenance of the mediator.
The Data Transformation module is essentially an XML query processor, which is used by the other two
modules. Currently this module uses the XML Algebra of [4], a working draft of the W3C. The higher-level
XML query/integration language will be substituted as it becomes available. Unlike previous XML query
languages, the XML Algebra permits complex restructuring of XML data, and associative access analogous
to relational algebra joins. The Execution module, currently implemented in Java, executes and monitors
the workflow schemas that are produced by the Planning module. The Execution module also monitors the
progress of the workflow executions, and reports back to the Planning module if delays exceed specified
thresholds or if substantial exceptions arise.
A possible flow of activity for the VWM of Figure 1 is given below.


1. Create a workflow schema for investigating possible suppliers, assemblers, etc.; this workflow will
incorporate information about the selection criteria for the PCs to be purchased.
2. Execute the previous workflow to determine a “short list” of options.
3. As a final part of the execution in step (2), specific PCs, vendors, assemblers, etc., are selected, either
automatically or by asking a human at Lucent.
4. Create a new workflow for ordering the specific PCs selected in step (3), for shipping, payment, etc.
5. Execute the generated workflow.
6. During execution monitor for delays and/or exceptions.
7. If delays/exceptions occur, then go back to step (4) to modify the workflow.
In this process flow, steps 1 and 4 are performed by the Planning module. The Execution module performs
steps 2, 3, and 6, and involve execution of workflow schemas. The following subsections show how the
coupling between the key elements of the infrastructure are used together to support advanced mediation
between e-services. Due to space limitations, a complete description is beyond the scope of this paper.
2.1: Data Transformation. Data transformation and integration is used at multiple stages during the
operation of workflow mediators. In this subsection, we briefly present the strongly typed XML Algebra
used for this purpose, with an example illustrating how heterogeneous product descriptions from different
providers can be mapped into a uniform format. Examples involving the creation of XRL workflow schemas
are given later on.
Figure 2 shows three XML algebra expressions. We use the syntax of the document [5] presenting XML
Algebra, which is more succinct than the syntax used by XML DTDs and Schemas. The upper left shows
the (hypothetical, simplified) schema for Micron PCs, the lower left shows an XML Schema that can be
used to hold relevant information about these and other brands of PCs in a uniform format, and the right
side shows an XML Algebra function that maps data about Micron and other PCs into the uniform format.
In XML Algebra the schema specifications are in fact type specifications.
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type Micron_PC = micron_PC [
@computer_id [ Integer ],
model
[ String ],
processor
[
model
[ String ],
speed
[ String ]
],
memory
[ String ],
price
[ Integer ],
...
]
type Uniform_PC = uniform_PC[
@pc_id
[ Integer ],
@brand
[ String ],
@model
[ String ],
processor
[ String ],
memory
[ Integer ],
price
[ Integer ],
...
]

fun Transform_PC_Format(p:Micron_PC |
Cybermax_PC | ... ) : Uniform_PC =
match p
case q:Micron_PC do
Uniform_PC [
@PC_id
[ q/@computer_id/data() ],
@brand
[ "Micron" ],
@model
[ q/model/data() ],
processor
[ q/processor/model/data() ],
memory
[ cast (q/memory/data()) : Integer ],
price
[ q/price/data() ],
...
]
...
(* similar mappings for Cybermax_PC and others *)

Figure 2: Illustration of type specification and queries in XML Algebra
let PC_purchase1 : XRLTemplate =
let buy_from_Micron1 : XRLTemplate =
Route [
Route [
Sequence [
in_parameters [ pc_model : string , ship_to : Address ],
Parallel_sync [
out_parameters [ invoice : Invoice ],
Slot [ param [ buy_pc_template] ],
Task [ @name [ send_order_to_Micron ] ],
Slot [ param [buy_modem_template] ]
@address [ "buy_Micron1.exe" ],
],
(* end Parallel_sync *)
@d_read [ "pc_model", "ship_to" ],
Slot [ param [ assembly_template ] ]
@d_update [ "invoice", "order_form" ]
]
(* end Sequence *)
],
(* end Task *)
]
(* end Route *)
...
(* more Tasks *)
]
(* end Route *)

Figure 3: PC purchase1, a generic template for purchasing PCs, and buy from Micron1, a base
template that could fill the buy pc template slot
In the Micron PC element, the first entry is an attribute (indicated by the @), and the others are child elements. The processor field is structured, having two child elements. The function Transform PC Format
holds a query that takes as input an XML document p which has type Micron PC or Cybermax PC, etc.,
and transforms it into an XML document of type Uniform PC. The match construct provides for a different treatment for different input types. The keyword data() is used to access scalar data (e.g., strings,
integers, booleans).
Note that the VorteXML mediator can take advantage of the decision engine to offer advanced transformation services, such as data cleaning, selection between redudant information sources, etc.
2.2: XRL workflow schemas and templates. This and the next subsection together provide an illustration
of how the Planning module creates workflow schemas (cf. steps 1 and 4 in the mediator’s processing), using
the technique of schema splicing. This subsection illustrates the pieces of workflow schema that are used,
and the next one illustrates how they are spliced together.
As noted above, the mediator uses (a generalization of) XRL to represent workflow schemas. The
schemas can be completely specified, or might be templates which provide the high-level specification of a
workflow but include Slot elements where selected other template can be inserted. Templates without slot
elements are called base templates. Figure 3 shows on the left PC purchase1, an extremely simplified
template that might be used for purchasing PCs (cf. step 4 of the mediator’s processing), and on the right
4

let mymapping : Mapping =
map [ param [ "pc_model" ],
entry_name [ "Millennia MAX XP" ] ],
map [ param [ "buy_pc_template" ],
entry_name [ "buy_from_Micron1" ] ],
...

Figure 4: Illustration of a mapping, that specifies how slots of PC purchase1 should be filled
buy from Micron1, a simplified base template that might be used to fill the buy pc template slot of
PC purchase1. In PC purchase1 a sequence of two activities will occur. The first activity involves the
parallel execution of two inserted tasks (which will involve ordering items from a PC vendor and a modem
vendor, respectively, and having them shipped to an appropriate location). The second activity consists in
executing an inserted task, which asks an assembler to assemble the PC and modem, and ship to another
location.
The base template buy from Micron1 may be used to purchase a PC from vendor Micron. The
schema for this template includes a task which is to send the pc model and ship to address to Micron,
and receive an invoice in return. The address attribute of the task gives the executable file containing
the program required to perform this task. This program might invoke a wrapper or other functionalities that are resident in the VWM, or provided by external systems. The entries in parameters and
out parameters permit parameter passing in and out of the template; these parameters are viewed as
typed XML data. Inside the task, attributes d read and d update indicate what XML data can be read
or updated (respectively) by the task. In addition to the input and output parameters, the first task uses an
initially empty order form document to build up the actual order form that is sent to Micron. In practice,
this schema should include actions to be taken if Micron doesn’t respond in a timely fashion, or if the PC
model is not available, and actions to ensure that the receiving party eventually receives the PC in good
condition. For more details on the schema of XRL templates, timing requirements, and handling of simple
exceptions, readers are referred to our forthcoming work.
2.3: Schema splicing. In general, “schema splicing” refers to the creation of new workflow schemas from
existing workflow schemas and templates. This subsection illustrates schema splicing in the context of
hierarchical planning, as it arises in VWMs.
Figure 4 illustrates a mapping (with type Mapping) that provides the correspondence between the
parameters appearing in PC purchase1 and either scalar values (such as "Millennia MAX XP")
or selected elements (such as buy from Micron1) of a template library. We assume that the Planning module has selected PC purchase1 and has constructed mymapping to fill in the parameters of
PC purchase1. The policy guiding the construction of mymapping is expressed in VorteXML. It includes specifications of how to choose (based on high-level and/or detailed input from humans) the PC
and modem models, the vendors, the assembler, etc., and also includes commands for combining these
choices to create the list mymapping. An XML Algebra query can now be used to combine the template PC purchase1, the mapping mymapping, and elements of a template library, to form a workflow
schema that will obtain the desired PCs.
In the example just presented, a single layer of hierarchical planning was used, i.e., slots in the top-level
template (PC purchase1) were directly filled with base templates. In general, multiple layers can be used,
such that slots of the top-level template are in turn filled with successive lower-level templates, and finally
with base templates at the lowest level of the hierarchy.
2.4: Heuristic reasoning with VorteXML. As suggested above, a key activity of the Planning module
is to decide between alternatives, e.g., choosing a top-level template from the library and further choosing
templates that are to plug into the slots of that template. Additional decisions and prioritizations must be
5

made during workflow execution, e.g., to select the brand of PC, modem, etc., and to react to exceptions. In
both of these areas we use the VorteXML language, chosen because it combines straightforward flowchart
constructs along with the novel DecisionFlow construct. DecisionFlows provide a high-level, declarative
language for specifying families of rules that make intricate decisions. DecisionFlows support a limited
form of rule chaining, and can incorporate both formal and heuristic forms of reasoning. VorteXML is a
generalization of the Vortex language [12] to work with XML data .
The Vortex DecisionFlow paradigm is “attribute-centric”, in the sense that each decision (or rule family)
is focused on assigning values to one or more target attributes (e.g., the selection of a specific PC model,
workflow schema template, etc.) based on a group of input attributes and a group of intermediate attributes.
The computation of intermediate and target attributes may be specified in a variety of ways, including the use
of database queries, user-defined functions, or, most importantly, attribute rules and “combining policies”.
In the latter case, a set of rules is specified having the form if <condition> then contribute
<expression>, where <expression> provides a value. The combining policy can be essentially any
aggregation function which takes as input the zero or more values contributed by rules with true condition
and produces a final value for the attribute. Simple combining policies include “max of true rules” and “sum
of true rules”. More sophisticated combining policies can perform grouping and aggregation of XML data
from multiple sources, e.g., into a sorted list, or to form a grounded workflow schema from templates.
At a higher level, the use of attributes in DecisionFlows permits a simplified form of chaining between
groups of non-recursive rules. The DecisionFlow paradigm also uses rules to control which attributes will
be computed during a given execution. These enabling rules can help to avoid irrelevant computations, and
to support a trade-off between how refined a decision is vs. how much resource is consumed in making that
decision.
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